Fuel cell catalyst degradation: Identical location electron microscopy and related methods
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Abstract
Fuel cells are an important piece in our quest for a sustainable energy supply. Although there are several different types of fuel cells, the by far most popular is the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Among its many favorable properties are a short start up time and a high power density; both essential for automotive applications. Its drawback is the use of carbon supported Pt or Pt alloys as the active catalyst. The scarce resources of Pt led to significant efforts in reducing the amount of Pt used in PEMFCs. Thanks to the advancements of these efforts, catalyst stability gained increasing focus. Activity of the catalyst is important, but stability is essential. In the presented perspective paper, we review recent efforts to investigate fuel cell catalysts ex-situ in electrochemical half-cell measurements. Due to the amount of different studies, this review has no intention to give a complete overview and cover all studies. Instead we concentrate on efforts of our and other research groups to apply identical location electron microscopy and related methods to study the degradation of PEMFC catalysts.
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1. Introduction

A sustainable (renewable), cost efficient supply of energy is one, if not the most important challenge for our future. Not only is the supply of affordable energy the driving force for many developments, sustainable energy supply will also help us facing the many environmental challenges that are related to the use of non-renewable energy. As most renewable energy sources, e.g. solar and wind energy, deliver transient, electric energy, the alignment of supply and demand is tightly related to sustainable energy. That is, in addition to develop the use solar and wind energy, we also need to provide solutions to convert, store and re-convert large amounts of electric energy. This is where electrolyzers and fuel cells come into play. They potentially offer the means of aligning our energy production to the demand with the help of energy carriers such as hydrogen.

It is beyond the scope of the this perspective review to discuss this framework; however, to provide viable solutions to above outlined challenge, fuel cells – the devices that convert the energy carrier back to electricity – need to be efficient and cost effective. For both properties the catalyst for the oxygen reduction reaction is essential. It needs to be highly active and to consist of reasonable abundant materials. Although Pt based catalysts most likely cannot provide long term solutions, today they offer the most promising pathway for commercialization of a range of fuel cells. This is largely due to the impressing advances that have been made in optimizing the activity of Pt, e.g. by alloying with a second metal [1-3]. With these advances the long term stability of industrial type high surface area carbon supported catalysts, here denoted as Pt/C or PtM/C, gained increasing attention. Activity and power targets are not the main concerns anymore, instead stability has become a paramount challenge [4].

There has been extensive literature published regarding the performance degradation of fuel cells and their catalysts [5-8]. Most of these studies have been conducted in-situ, i.e. in membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) or fuel cell stacks, as their performance is the ultimate test for the use of consumers. In this perspective review, we limit ourselves to ex-situ methodologies, i.e. studies using electrochemical half-cells. Ex-situ studies cannot completely substitute in-situ investigations, but half-cell measurements provide a faster and cheaper way to scrutinize the stability of Pt/C based catalysts. Moreover a complete analysis of the degradation mechanism of fuel cell catalysts using in-situ techniques is not straightforward, whereas ex-situ studies allow a better control of the individual experimental parameters [9]. Nevertheless, ex-situ stability investigations are far less common used than ex-situ activity investigations [10] of catalysts and sometimes their scientific and predictive value is even questioned. This might be related to the fact that the majority of ex-situ
stability investigations of fuel cell catalysts simply report the loss in active surface area of the catalyst upon potential cycling. In view of this, in the recent years significant effort was put in the development of more sophisticated ex-situ stability investigation methodologies combining different characterization techniques. For example, half-cell measurements can easily be combined with differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS) providing information about gaseous reaction products linked to the oxidation of the carbon support [11-15]. In this work, we concentrate on the combination of conventional half-cell measurements determining surface area loss with microscopic techniques developed to track morphological changes of the catalysts material at the nanoscale level, so called identical location electron microscopy.

2. Approaches for half-cell degradation studies

2.1 Experimental setup and protocols

In this section we will focus on the experimental protocols used to evaluate the durability of high surface area catalysts using ex-situ methodologies, i.e. measurements performed in electrochemical half-cells. Keeping in mind that ex-situ studies cannot completely replace in-situ investigations (i.e. studying MEAs and stacks), such studies provide i) a faster and cheaper way to screen the performance of catalysts and ii) a suitable tool for mechanistic studies of catalyst aging. By comparison a complete analysis of the degradation behavior using in-situ techniques is highly complex and the degradation is not necessarily an intrinsic property of the catalyst itself, but more of the catalyst layer. That is, in a fuel cell several parameters can influence the catalysts durability, such as relative humidity, partial pressures of the gases, temperature; but more importantly, also extrinsic factors as the quality of the MEA preparation itself. The same catalyst can perform quite differently in measurements applying the same degradation protocol depending on the MEA fabrication – which is in general proprietary knowledge. Furthermore in-situ degradation measurements last several days and up to several months [16].

In a conventional half-cell set up a three electrode configuration is adopted. A reference (RE), working (WE) and counter electrode (CE) are placed within the cell; they might be placed in three different compartments or in the same compartment. This configuration permits to probe the current potential relation at the WE with respect of the RE disregarding the interfacial potential difference of the CE. As in catalyst activity investigations, in ex-situ degradation studies the choice of right components is extremely important. The choice of RE and WE is relatively straightforward. Some of the most common RE electrodes are the Standard Calomel Electrode (SCE) and the Ag/AgCl
electrode. These electrodes have the advantage of a high stability (measurements can take more than 12 hours), but they might introduce contaminations into the system. In commercial *ex-situ* setups often all electrodes are simply placed into the same glass cell. However, even in double walled REs some ion exchange with the surrounding electrolyte might occur, thus poisoning the catalyst material. To avoid the diffusion of unwanted ions such as chlorides into the electrolyte, it is advisable to place the RE electrode in a separated compartment. In order to minimize the iR drop between WE and RE while providing electrical contact and electrolyte exchange with the main compartment, in general a porous glass frit is placed at the bottom of the glass cell acting as Luggin capillary. An alternative separation method that completely avoids electrolyte exchange between the compartments can be achieved by using a Nafion membrane as barrier [17]. The WE in general consists of a Teflon tip with an embedded glassy carbon disk onto which the catalyst suspension is pipetted to form a catalyst film for the activity and/or macroscopic stability test [18-22].

The choice of the CE electrode and proper iR compensation are perhaps the most important aspect to consider. Most commonly a Pt mesh is used as CE in half-cell measurements. However, one needs to consider that the CE potential is free floating and the applied CE potential under fast cycling can change between very high and low values. Under these conditions severe Pt dissolution can take place and in the worst case Pt ions can redeposit onto the catalyst at the WE [23, 24]. Therefore non Pt materials are preferred as CE in degradation tests. A good alternative is to use a glassy carbon rod with high surface area or if still Pt is the CE material of choice it should be placed in a separated compartment in the same fashion as discussed before for the RE to confine the Pt ions [25].

Furthermore, one needs to carefully check that the chosen potential window is indeed applied at the WE. Depending on potentiostat and software used, this may seem as being the case, but indeed is not. As often several thousand potential scans or potential steps are applied in a degradation test, see below, and during fast potential cycling dissolution increases exponentially with the potential [26], small variations in the upper or lower potential limit can significantly influence the results. Deviations between the (by the software) selected and the applied potential window can occur for two reasons, the CE and improper iR compensation. If the CE area is too small, the applied potential might be limited by the potentiostat specification as large potentials/currents have to go through the CE. Often this is not seen in the recording software and can only be discovered by measuring the potential between RE and WE independent of the potentiostat software. Furthermore, if the iR drop is not properly compensated the measured and actual potential limits deviate. A good
test is therefore to take a Pt WE and record a CV series between 0.05 and 1.2 V_{RHE} increasing the scan speed from 0.1 to 10 V s\(^{-1}\). With proper iR compensation, normalizing the currents to the scan speed in the H\(_{upd}\) region of Pt the currents should exactly overlap, while the sluggish Pt oxidation leads to changes at higher potentials, see figure 1 [27].

![Figure 1: Comparison of a CV of polycrystalline Pt normalized to the scan speed; with (upper figure) and without (lower figure) proper iR compensation applied during the measurement. The scan speed varied between 0.1 and 10 V s\(^{-1}\), the electrolyte was Ar saturated 0.1 M HClO\(_4\) solution.](image)

Beside the experimental setup, the choice of potential treatment is essential. The accelerated stress test (AST) treatment must be designed to serve two purposes. First it has to provide a fundamental understanding of the physical and chemical degradation processes. Only a fundamental understanding of the different degradation mechanisms like Ostwald ripening, particle migration and coalescence, particle detachment and carbon corrosion will enable the design of considerably
more durable catalysts than current standards. The second aim of an AST treatment should be to provide information about the degradation of the catalyst under realistic working conditions. A large variety of AST protocols have been presented in literature, consisting of potential holds, potential cycling with different scan rates, different temperatures, with or without rotation and different gas atmospheres. This variety of different AST treatments considerably limits comparability between different studies. Furthermore, only few AST treatments are designed by groups of experts with knowledge in both in-situ and ex-situ degradation studies. The aim of the AST treatment must be to simulate potentials and currents experienced by the catalyst in PEMFCs. At the same time the duration of the AST should be limited to avoid contamination effects. It is therefore important when choosing one AST over another, to carefully consider what the main purpose of the AST treatment should be [28, 29]. That is for which application the PEMFC catalyst should be tested. Applying an AST protocol that simulates high potential cycling on a catalytic material that will be employed to work under constant potential conditions will not provide useful information on the degradation behavior of the catalyst being tested.

The fundamental aim of an AST treatment is to accelerate the degradation of the catalyst enabling one to predict the life time performance of the device in use. Under normal operation conditions the performance decay of a PEMFC covers months and/or years. The challenge for meaningful AST treatment protocols is to simulate in few hours/days what the PEMFC will experience in its whole lifetime.

Among the plethora of AST protocols proposed and used in literature, it is worth highlighting the AST proposed by the fuel cell commercialization conference of Japan (FCCJ) together with three automotive manufactures [29]. The degradation protocol proposed was designed with the aim of simulating condition experience by Fuel Cell Vehicles (FCVs) during start/stop and load cycles. The FCCJ provides a protocol to test the catalyst material not only in-situ in MEAs, but also for ex-situ measurements in half-cell set ups. An alternative AST protocol for ex-situ measurements is provided by the Department of Energy (DOE) [30]. The main difference between the FCCJ and DOE protocols is the applied scan speed and hold time, respectively. The DOE protocol applies slower scan rates and longer hold times and therefore lasts considerably longer. Without changing the electrolyte it is difficult to maintain clean conditions in ex-situ measurements over a prolonged time; changing the electrolyte on the other hand comprises the risk of mechanical catalyst loss. The authors adhere to the FCCJ AST protocol, but typically limit the measurement time to less than 24 h.
As pointed out by the FCCJ [29], during start/stop the main degradation mode is ascribed to corrosion of the carbon support. In FCVs during shut down at the anode hydrogen gas is gradually replaced by air and thus during start-up the cathode can experience significantly high potentials [6, 31]. In view of this the FCCJ proposed an AST protocol to simulate start/stop that consists of triangular potential waves ranging between 1-1.5 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) applied at the WE with a scan rate of 500 mV s\(^{-1}\).

Load cycles are representative of potentials experienced in a FCV during driving operation. For this condition an AST protocol applying a WE potential ranging between 0.6 and 1 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) is proposed. The former potential corresponds to the potential at the maximum load the stack can experience, while 1 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) corresponds to idle, i.e. open circuit operation. Under the latter conditions Pt is in an oxidized form (at 1 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \)), thus Pt dissolution might be suppressed because Pt dissolution is reported to occur on a bare Pt surface [32, 33]. When the potential is then decreased to 0.6 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) Pt oxide is reduced to bare Pt and dissolves. This continuous change on the state of the Pt surface considerably enhances Pt dissolution [34]; see also the chapter on Pt dissolution of Cherevko et al. in the same special issue [35].

In order to track the performance loss during the AST treatment the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) is measured at fixed intervals. The ECSA is a crucial parameter for the evaluation of the catalyst degradation because it reflects directly the loss in active sites for the reaction. In half-cell measurements two procedures are commonly adopted to measure the ECSA. The first one consists in calculating the charge that it takes to adsorb/desorb a layer of hydrogen in the H\(_{\text{upd}}\) region. The second consists of oxidizing a pre-adsorbed monolayer of CO. Integrating the charge needed for the oxidation of CO the ECSA can be calculated [36]. Another method worth mentioning is metal, e.g. Cu or Pb, under-potential deposition [37]. This methodology might be used for the ECSA evaluation in cases where CO adsorption or H\(_{\text{upd}}\) determination is not feasible. However the method is not optimal because the metal ions stay in solution and can alter the catalytic performance and/or the degradation behavior.

H\(_{\text{upd}}\) and CO stripping techniques are both suitable methods for ECSA determination. However as shown by Mayrhofer et al. a proper background subtraction is needed in order to minimize errors [20]. This might not be trivial when the carbon support of the catalyst during AST becomes highly oxidized. The oxidation of the carbon support leads in some cases to a massive increase in pseudocapacity, therefore subjecting the determination of the H\(_{\text{upd}}\) area to large errors. Furthermore, the interaction of the catalyst with hydrogen might be changed, e.g. due to alloying of Pt [38]. Thus
the amount of $H_{\text{upd}}$ charge per unit changes in an unknown way leading to an additional error source.

The ECSA area determination by CO stripping needs a proper background subtraction as well. However because the potential region of interests in case of CO oxidation is less affected by the enlargement of the carbon pseudocapacity and CO binds stronger than hydrogen to Pt, the ECSA determination is less affected by experimental errors. As a general rule, because $H_{\text{upd}}$ is easily accessible a comparison of the ECSA values determined by the $H_{\text{upd}}$ and CO stripping procedure is always beneficial. However, care should be taken when measuring the ECSA within the same AST protocol. Recently was demonstrated that CV measurements performed in order to determine the $H_{\text{upd}}$ area enhance the ECSA loss [39, 40]. Furthermore it was shown that some reactive gazses like CO enhance the ECSA loss if not carefully removed from the bulk of the electrolyte [41].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that despite the large amount of AST protocols, catalysts and experimental conditions applied, what still is missing is a cross laboratory experimental half-cell study using a standard benchmark catalyst. A standardization of the experimental conditions for half-cell studies would be extremely beneficial because half-cell studies are far less complicated then MEA investigations and offer a better control over the experimental parameters.

2.2 Degradation studies on Particle Model Systems

In the previous section we discussed the advantages of using half-cell measurements over in-situ characterization techniques to study catalyst degradation. One of the advantages, we emphasized the possibility to combine different characterization techniques with half-cell measurements monitoring the surface area loss of the active component. In the following we describe two such techniques invented in our laboratory [42, 43] that are suitable for mechanistic studies; studies utilizing Cluster deposited on planar carbon films of TEM grids, and Identical-Location Transmission Electron Microscopy (IL-TEM). The first method concentrates on model catalysts, while with IL-TEM industrial fuel cell catalysts are studied. In both methods the basic idea is to study catalysts on TEM grids before and after degradation tests, where the TEM grid has been applied as working electrode. In the method discussed first, the use of planar supports enables a statistical analysis, especially if STEM images instead of TEM images are recorded. In IL-TEM the behavior of individual catalyst areas is tracked, thereby gaining local information on the degradation.

To study particle model systems, the catalyst particles are deposited onto the carbon film of TEM grids. As the TEM grid is used as working electrode in half-cell degradation tests, it is important
that the grid material is nobler than the catalyst particles. In the case of Pt particles therefore only gold grids can be applied. We preferably apply holey carbon Au TEM grid coated by an additional thin carbon film of 2nm, which optimizes the image quality. As deposition technique, we used a laser ablation cluster source with the possibility of size selecting the catalyst particles [44-46], but in principle also other deposition techniques are suitable. Important factors for degradation studies however are that the catalyst particles should be free of capping agents or ligands and they should to be randomly distributed on the carbon film of the TEM grid, see figure 2.

Figure 2: (a) Representative TEM micrograph of a pristine Pt nanocluster sample deposited onto a carbon film of a TEM grid. The Pt nanoclusters were prepared by a laser ablation source and size selected by an electrostatic bender and a pin hole. The cluster coverage can be accurately established via the deposition current. In part (b) it is demonstrated by determining the cumulative nearest neighbor distribution (blue line) in comparison to its theoretical curve assuming (red dashed line) that the Pt nanoclusters are randomly distributed on the carbon film. The dotted black line indicates a five percent statistical significance calculated according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. In the inset the histogram of the particle size is shown. The figure is taken with permission from ref. [45].

After deposition of the catalyst particles a conventional TEM or STEM analysis of the pristine catalyst is performed. As no local information of individual particles is gained, several areas of the sample including many particles should be analyzed. The two dimensional nature of the sample enables the use of software routines for data analysis. Once the initial state of the catalyst particles is established electrochemical degradation studies can be performed. For this the Au TEM grid has
to be electrically contacted to enable its use as WE. This can be achieved with the help of a metal wire (Au or Pt) [42, 43] or a specific holder can be devised. Using a Pt wire as contact, should be avoided if extensive AST treatments are applied, because Pt dissolution from the wire and re-deposition onto the catalyst might occur. Therefore more advanced holders for IL-TEM have been implemented [47, 48]. Recently we developed a grid holder that allows the use of a standard RDE tip, see figure 3; the RDE tip can be GC, Au or Pt depending on the purpose of the experiment. To establish electrical contact, the TEM grid is pressed down onto the RDE tip by a custom made Teflon cap. Care has to be taken that the contact between TEM grid and RDE tip does not lead to a brakeage of the carbon film.

![Figure 3. Picture of Au TEM grid placed on a GC substrate of a RDE tip and Teflon cap (a), picture of the TEM gold grid when mounted to the RDE tip with the help of the Teflon cup (b).](image)

Once the TEM grid is attached to the RDE tip, conventional degradation tests in electrochemical half-cells can be applied. As mentioned above, we preferably perform degradation treatments not lasting more than 24 h in order to limit the influence of contaminations in the electrochemical half-cell. After the electrochemical treatment the TEM grid is dried and transferred back to TEM for imaging. As for IL-TEM, several cycles of electrochemical treatments can be analyzed.

### 2.3. IL-TEM as tool for monitoring degradation high surface area catalysts

In the recent years IL-TEM technique gained considerable attention due to its ease and the ability to trace morphological changes on the same NPs in industrial type, high surface area catalysts. The advantage over a conventional TEM analysis of degraded high surface area (HSA) catalysts is the
ability to trace the same particles and/or the same area of the catalysts before and after electrochemical aging. In a conventional experimental procedure combining RDE and TEM the fuel cell catalyst is first subjected to an electrochemical half-cell measurement using a RDE and afterwards the catalyst film is scraped off the RDE tip and deposited onto a TEM grid. The catalyst is then compared with the pristine catalyst powder. The limitation of this approach resides in the inhomogeneity of conventional high surface area catalysts and the fact that in a local probe like TEM always a pre-selection of the investigated part of the sample occurs. Such a limitation plays an important role when comparing different high surface area Pt/C samples. Even commercial Pt/C catalysts have been found to exhibit significant inhomogeneity, which may be a consequence of the inhomogeneity of commercial carbon supports and the often applied calcination step. In some parts of the catalyst the active face therefore might already be agglomerated before the electrochemical treatment. As to our knowledge no automatic particle analysis software to analyze several thousand particles is available, these local differences can lead to inaccurate interpretation.

To overcome at least some of these limitations, IL-TEM can be applied to study fuel cell catalyst degradation. The two main differences between the conventional approach and IL-TEM are the capability of tracing back the same catalyst area before and after the electrochemical measurements and that a TEM finder grid is used as WE, thus the catalyst can be repeatedly investigated after several degradation treatments.
Figure 4. Sketch of the IL-TEM procedure for finding identical locations of the catalyst before and after degradation tests. The standard TEM gold finder grid (a) coated with a thin carbon film is used. By means of the letters and numbers and several intermediate magnifications (steps b-e), different parts of the dried catalyst are defined and their location listed for later re-location. For degradation measurements the TEM grid is inserted into the holder, see figure 3. The figure is adopted from figure 3 in ref. [49].

The basic experimental procedure is as such. A droplet of catalysts ink with proper dilution is cast onto a gold TEM finder grid covered with a thin carbon film and dried. In the next step the initial state of the catalysts is evaluated at different areas. For later analysis several different areas are selected, where the catalyst film forms a thin quasi-2D layer. It is noted, where these areas are and how they can be relocated after the degradation treatment, see figure 4. In order to track back the same catalyst area before and after the electrochemical measurements, the letters and numbers on the TEM grid are used. At low magnification the same spot can be traced back by means of the markers and then by a characteristic shape of the carbon support. After the initial evaluation, the finder grid is transferred into the electrochemical half-cell. For the electrical contact the same
procedure is applied as previously discussed. As described before, after the electrochemical treatment the TEM finder grid is dried and transferred back to TEM for imaging. IL-TIM can be performed at different stages of the electrochemical treatment by stopping the treatment; several cycles of performing TEM and transferring the grid back into the half-cell are possible [43]. However, care should be taken when performing TEM imaging. As discussed for the potential influence of measuring the ECSA several times during an AST, also IL-TIM can influence the catalyst. In fact the electron beam can alter the sample especially if high dose of electrons is applied; thus it is always preferred to minimize the electron dose on the sample. As a general rule in order to check if the electron beam changes the sample, following the electrochemical measurements TEM analysis should be also performed at pristine locations, i.e. locations which have not been previously exposed to the electron beam [50, 51]. If these precautions are taken into account IL-TIM enables a non-destructive investigation of identical catalysts areas before and after electrochemical measurements to follow morphological changes of the catalysts (i.e. carbon corrosion, Ostwald ripening). To some degree it also allows to perform statistics. It goes without saying that IL-TIM is not limited to fuel cell catalysts, but that it also offers great potential to study the degradation of other electroactive systems.

3. Research Examples
In the following we demonstrate the half-cell approach for fuel cell catalyst degradation investigations with the help of some selected studies. As in the previous methodical section, we start with two dimensional model systems and then present studies on industrial type, carbon supported high surface area catalysts.

3.1. Particle migration under electrochemical treatment
Particle migration and coalescence is one of the degradation channels limiting the live time of fuel cell catalysts. In order to investigate the fundamentals of particle migration on a carbon support, two dimensional model systems are the system of choice. In industrial type, high surface area catalysts the migration of catalyst particles is only difficult to detect. On two dimensional samples, however, it could be unambiguously shown that particle migration does take place under electrochemical treatment even at room temperature. Surprisingly the reactive environment seems to influence if migration leads to coalescence or not. This is demonstrated in figure 5. In fig. 5a) the pristine two dimensional sample of Pt nanoclusters deposited onto the carbon film of a gold TEM is shown. The pristine Pt nanoclusters are randomly distributed and have an average size of about 2
nm exhibiting some degree of coalescence due to direct collisions of nanoclusters during deposition in the laser ablation source. After potential cycling in an extended potential window of 0.06–1.06 V_{RHE} significant coalescence due to particle migration was observed, see fig. 5b. The driving force for the particle migration at room temperature is not sufficiently studied; however, we proposed that the process is induced by a continuous change of the Pt surface from hydrophilic to oxophilic and back during the potential cycling. As the particles are deposited on a hydrophobic carbon film, these changes in the surface properties should lead to a continuous change of the particle-support interaction as well, thus triggering random migration. Further more systematic studies are necessary to confirm this model for particle migration upon electrochemical treatment. It has been unambiguously shown, however, that performing the same potential treatment, but in different environment – CO saturated instead of Oxygen or Argon saturated electrolyte – leads to different behavior. In case of CO saturated electrolyte, particle migration occurs as well, but no significant coalescence is observed, see fig. 5c). It seems that the CO adsorbed on the Pt surface at most of the applied potentials protects the particles from coalescence; similar to an electrostatic repulsion in colloidal particle suspensions. From our point of view work concerning degradation studies on such model systems should be intensified. An essential prerequisite will be a more suitable (less complicated and less time consuming) sample preparation.
Figure 5. TEM micrographs Pt nanoclusters deposited onto a two dimensional carbon film of a TEM gold grid. (a) Pristine Pt nanoclusters after deposition in a laser ablation source; (b) Pt nanoclusters after electrochemical treatment consisting of 60 potential cycles between 0.06 and 1.06 V vs. RHE in oxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO₄ solution at a sweep rate of 0.05 V s⁻¹; c) Pt nanoclusters after identical electrochemical treatment but in CO saturated 0.1 M HClO₄ solution. The figure is adopted from ref. [49].

3.2. IL-TEM studies of industrial type high surface area catalysts
In the following we will discuss some representative IL-TEM studies demonstrating its use for studying the degradation mechanism of industrial type fuel cell catalysts. The catalysts are based on high surface area carbon supported Pt and Pt alloy nanoparticles, noted as Pt/C and PtM/C respectively. As outlined above, the invention of the IL-TEM approach has introduced several
advantages to the study of catalyst degradation. Before the implementation of IL-TEM several degradation channels for the loss of performance have been reported in literature, but only after the introduction of **identical location** techniques it has become possible to distinguish among them. Mayrhofer et al. published the first study using IL-TEM on Pt/C catalysts in 2008 [43]. In this study a commercial Pt/C catalyst was subjected to potential cycling from $0.4 \text{ V}_{\text{RHE}}$ to $1.4 \text{ V}_{\text{RHE}}$ with a scan rate of $1 \text{ V s}^{-1}$. In figure 6 the authors analyze the same catalyst region after a series of such treatments. For the first time it was found that under a certain treatment Pt NPs can detach from the carbon support although no sign of massive carbon corrosion was detectable. In fact, it was shown that particle detachment is the predominant degradation channel for the specific treatment and catalyst. Particle detachment being an almost exclusive degradation channel came as a surprise and spurred some discussion if the results could also be model by Pt dissolution [52]. It should be emphasized that comparing identical locations of the catalyst, enables size histograms of the same set of particles before and after treatment. In the series displayed in figure 6, it is demonstrated that the size distribution of the pristine Pt nanoparticles centers around 5 nm. Upon treatment, the size of the nanoparticles changes only slightly towards higher values. In fact no particle could be identified that shrank under treatment, as expected for Pt dissolution. Either a particle was more or less unchanged after treatment, or it completely disappeared. As a consequence the number of particles on the carbon support changed significantly. Roughly, every second Pt nanoparticle disappeared upon the two sets of treatments. The analytical power of IL-TEM lies in the fact that from the change in the histogram a loss in Pt surface area can be calculated and directly be compared to the surface area loss in RDE measurements. By this comparison it was shown that the loss in particles in the histogram indeed correlated with loss in Pt surface area determined in independent RDE measurements.
Figure 6. In the upper row an IL-TEM micrograph series of a commercial, high surface area carbon supported Pt catalyst (TEC10E50E-HT, TKK) is shown. The first image displays the catalyst before electrochemical treatment, the second after 2 h of treatment, and the third after a total of 4 h of treatment. In the lower row the corresponding particle size histograms analyzing several different micrographs are displayed. The electrochemical treatment consisted of potential cycling with 1.0 V s\(^{-1}\) between 0.4 and 1.4 \(V_{\text{RHE}}\) (3600 cycles per treatment) at room temperature. The figure is adopted from ref. [43]. In this references also local enhancements (close ups) of the micrograph series are shown.

Following this study, that presented the proof of concept for the IL-TEM technique and the evidence of particle detachment as main degradation channel, the authors presented a series of investigations comparing different catalysts. In these studies it became clear that the results demonstrated in the first IL-TEM study were rather an exception than the rule. Comparing different commercial Pt/C catalyst samples it became evident that under the same electrochemical treatment different Pt/C samples can behave considerable different [53], see Figure 7. While on one Pt/C catalyst only particle detachment occurs, on the other Pt/C catalyst clear evidence of particle migration and coalescence is seen. As a consequence, general claims of degradation channels for
fuel cell catalysts, like Pt dissolution is the main reason for fuel cell catalyst degradation, should be avoided. Each degradation behavior depends on the catalyst itself and the treatment procedure. This result also means that degradation studies on commercial catalyst samples provide limited scientific insight. Although one may think that the difference in degradation demonstrated in Figure 7 is due to the difference in particle size. Such claims are not possible as for commercial samples in general no accurate information on the synthesis is given. The difference between the two samples might in fact be due to differences in temperature treatments and/support treatment during the synthesis of the two catalysts. How complex, and locally different the degradation of a fuel cell catalyst can be was demonstrated in a study of Meier et al. [54]. Applying the same AST treatment as in the studies discussed above, i.e. a fast potential cycling between 0.4 and 1.4V_{RHE} with a sweep rate of 1 V s^{-1}, the authors observed clear evidence of particle migration and coalescence, particle detachment and Pt dissolution in close proximity to each other. As it is known that conventional carbon supports can be quite inhomogeneous, the result can be interpreted in a way that the local differences of the support control the degradation channel of the Pt particles. Without the use of IL-TEM it would have been impossible to reveal such differences in local degradation.
Figure 7. Comparison of IL-TEM micrographs of the commercial TEC10E50E and TEC10E50E- HT catalysts (both TKK), respectively. a) and c) show the catalysts in their pristine state; b) and d) after an AST treatment consisting of 3600 potential cycles between 0.4 and 1.4 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) with a scan speed of 1 V s\(^{-1}\). The figure is taken with permission from ref. [53].

That indeed the carbon significantly influences the degradation mechanism is demonstrated in figure 8. The authors compared two different carbon supports and evaluated the different degradation behavior with IL-TEM. It is seen that a specifically treated carbon support, can significantly reduce particle loss by providing a better anchoring for the Pt NPs [55]. This finding emphasizes the role of the support for improving the degradation resistance of fuel cell catalysts.

Figure 8. Comparison of IL-TEM micrographs of two Pt/C catalysts with differently treated carbon supports. It is clearly seen that on the catalyst shown in the lower row, particle detachment could be significantly suppressed. The AST treatment consisted of 3600 potential cycles between 0.4 and 1.4 \( V_{\text{RHE}} \) with a scan speed of 1 V s\(^{-1}\). The figure is taken with permission from ref. [55].

It is well known that despite its noble character Pt can dissolve under electrochemical conditions experienced in a fuel cell. Interestingly, in these first IL-TEM studies, little direct evidence of Pt dissolution being the predominant reason for fuel cell catalyst degradation has been found. Despite the fact that Ostwald ripening, i.e. the dissolution of smaller particles and re-deposition onto larger ones, has been reported in many fuel cell studies to be the main degradation channel leading to a
loss in performance due to the increase of the average NPs size in the catalyst. For example in degradation tests of MEAs clear experimental evidence of Ostwald ripening was provided by the detection of Pt that was deposited in the membrane [8]. Perez-Alonso et al. for the first time clearly reported Pt dissolution [50] in a IL-TEM study applying AST treatment. They performed potential cycling between 0.6 and 1.2 V_{RHE} at 0.2 V s^{-1} in 0.1 M HClO_{4} using a commercial Pt/C catalyst with an average Pt NPs particle size of 2.3 nm. In their IL-TEM study a considerable loss of NPs was evident as well. But it could not be solely ascribe to NPs detachment, because also a considerable shrinking of the NPs size has been detected, see figure 9.

Figure 9. IL-TEM micrographs taken before and after accelerated corrosion test displaying clear signs of Pt dissolution. The Pt/C sample was subjected to 3000 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.2 V_{RHE} at 200 mV s^{-1} in 0.1 M HClO_{4}. The figure is taken with permission from ref. [50].
Such reduction in particle size is a strong indication of particle dissolution. It should be mentioned that the apparent (observed) Pt dissolution also depends on the thickness of the catalyst layer. In IL-TEM the amount of catalyst on the TEM grid and thus the catalyst layer is minimal, see figure 4. Else no proper imaging is possible. For thin catalyst layers such as the one used in [50], the apparent Pt dissolution can be enhanced as compared to thicker catalyst layers investigated in RDE degradation tests. In IL-TEM the likelihood of Pt ions being trapped in the catalyst layer inhibiting its diffusion into the bulk of the electrolyte is very low. Furthermore, Pt dissolution results in extremely low concentrations of Pt ions in the electrolyte solution so that re-deposition from the bulk electrolyte is extremely unlikely. The electrolyte acts as a sink for Pt ions. In RDE degradation studies as shown in figure 10 the apparent loss in surface increases upon AST treatment if the sample is rotated and decreases if the catalyst loading on the GC RDE tip is increased [56]. The same effect is also observed in scanning flow cells [57].

![Graph](image)

Figure 10. (a) Decrease in active surface area with the number of potential cycles with 1 Vs$^{-1}$ from 0.4 to 1.4 V$_{RHE}$ with and without rotation at 900 rpm. (b) Comparison of the loss of active surface area for the same potential cycling treatment (0.4 – 1.4 V$_{RHE}$, 1 Vs$^{-1}$, 1800 cycles) with different catalyst loadings (see legend) for two different scan rates (in both cases, 0.1M HClO$_4$ was used as electrolyte). The figure is taken with permission from ref. [58].

Last but not least a similar argument also applies for the scan speed. A fast scan speed increases the likelihood of re-deposition before the Pt ions can escape into the electrolyte. Thus a lower apparent dissolution can be expected at very high scan speeds. Most IL-TEM measurements apply fast potential scans to reduce the measurement time and to avoid contaminations in the half-cell,
whereas in MEA degradation studies the cycling speed is relatively low [29]. The influence of fast potential cycling on the degradation mechanism is yet to be systematically studied by IL-TEM, but RDE studies demonstrate a clear change in surface area loss if the scan speed is varied, see figure 11.

Figure 11. (a) Decrease in active surface area (determined using the integration of the Hupd area in cyclic voltammetry) with the number of cycles (a) and time (b) during a potential cycling treatment between 0.4 and 1.4 V\textsubscript{RHE} for 1800 cycles with the indicated scan rates. The figure is taken with permission from ref. [58].

So far, all half-cell studies we discussed were performed at room temperature. PEMFCs however operate around 80 °C. It can be expected and indeed has been shown in half-cell measurements that temperature plays a significant role in degradation [59, 60]. The first IL-TEM study at elevated temperature was performed by Schlögl \textit{et al.} The AST treatment consisted of holding the electrode potential at 1.3 V\textsubscript{RHE} and at 75 °C [61]. In figure 12, it is demonstrated that such aging conditions are particularly demanding for the carbon support. Indication of massive carbon loss is seen. It seems that carbon support literally shrinks upon the treatment and that corrosion even leads to the formation of holes in the catalyst layer.
With respect to the scarce number of IL-TEM investigations at elevated temperature, it has to be emphasized that increased temperature not only challenges the support but the TEM gold grid as well. In the same study, it was found that at elevated temperature, one needs to carefully limit the potential window to avoid gold dissolution of the TEM grid [49]. Figure 13, demonstrates that at holding working electrode at slightly higher potentials leads to significant dissolution of gold, which re-deposits onto the Pt nanoparticles. Without double-check of the particle composition by EDX, the result could have been easily confused with the growth of the catalyst particles.
Figure 13. IL–TEM micrographs before (a) and after (b) potentiostatic degradation measurements at 1.4 $V_{\text{RHE}}$ and 333 K for 16 h in 0.1 M HClO$_4$. The thinning of the high surface area carbon is observed along with a growth of Au nanoparticles (confirmed by EDX) due to dissolution of the Au TEM grid. The figure is taken with permission from ref. [49].

All these factors have to be taken into account when designing IL-TEM measurements and comparing results from IL-TEM and ex-situ half-cell RDE measurements to MEA tests. Due to the large variety of experimental conditions adopted (pH, electrolyte concentration, temperature, applied potential, etc.), it is no trivial task to discern, which of the several degradation channels is main responsible for the performance loss of a catalyst. Depending on the aging conditions different degradation channels have been detected on the same catalysts material. IL-TEM studies showed that two or more degradation channels can be detected on the same catalysts [50, 54, 61]. A careful choice of the aging protocol and a systematic approach to the synthesis of Pt/C catalysts is therefore essential to fundamentally investigate degradation mechanisms and to discerning which degradation channel is the main responsible for the performance loss – at least in half-cell measurements. Our group therefore adopted for our studies the AST protocol developed by the FCCJ that distinguishes two types of treatments to simulate conditions in a fuel cell: load cycling and start-stop conditions, see above, and a synthesis approach that uses colloidal nanoparticles as building blocks [62, 63]. The latter approach we dubbed tool-box synthesis [64]. These very recent developments already led to some advances in our understanding. For instance IL-TEM performed on such catalysts that have been synthesized under controlled conditions using a systematic approach demonstrated that under high potential excursion (i.e. 1-1.5 $V_{\text{RHE}}$) significant Pt nanoparticle detachment occurs, whereas under load cycling (i.e. 0.6-1 $V_{\text{RHE}}$) a more dominant particle migration and coalescence occurred, see figure 14 [65, 66].
Figure 14. IL–TEM micrographs of a 30 wt. % Pt/Ketjenblack catalyst before and after applying our standard AST protocols, i.e. 27,000 potential cycles between 1.0 and 1.5 V_RHE with a sweep rate of 500 mV s\(^{-1}\) (A,B) and 9000 potential cycles between 0.6 and 1.0 V_RHE with a holding time of 3:3 s (C, D). The regions indicated by the blue color highlight particle detachment and the red indicated regions particle coalescence. The green marked region highlights regions that are suspected to be formed from gold deposits from dissolution and re-deposition of Au from the TEM grid. The figure is taken with permission from ref. [66].

Particle detachment could be clearly linked to the oxidation of the C support. Changing from one commercial support to the other or changing to an oxide based support leads to a significant change in the catalyst stability under the treatment simulating start-stop conditions, whereas no significant change was observed under the treatment simulating load cycle conditions [66, 67]. Furthermore, it
was shown that under the latter treatment the loss in surface area is independent of the amount of Pt on the carbon support (Pt loading in wt. %), whereas for the treatment simulating start-stop conditions a clear increase of the ECSA loss with increasing Pt loading could be demonstrated.

With respect to the support, mesostructured carbon supports such as hollow graphitic spheres (HGS) have been discussed as alternative supports for Pt and PtM NPs. The idea is to confine the NPs in the pores of the support thus preventing coalescence and Pt detachment [68, 69]. Using IL-TEM and IL-STEM the authors were able to prove the concept of pore confinement in HGS.

4. Outlook

Since the publication of the first IL-TEM study considerable improvements have been made in the systematic *ex-situ* investigation of fuel cell catalysts degradation. The introduction of more controlled AST protocols and a systematic approach to catalyst synthesize in combination with IL-TEM will allow us to describe degradation of industrial catalysts in a more comparable, controlled way. But also the extension and advancement of IL-TEM to other microscopy techniques has to be highlighted. IL-SEM, i.e. using scanning electron microscopy instead of transmission electron microscopy, has been recently introduced [70, 71] offering additional flexibility to the type of sample under investigation and the combination of different methods. IL-SEM allows the investigation of the same sample that has been employed in RDE tests of the activity or the loss in ECSA. By the means of 3D visualization, electron tomography (IL-tomography) for the first time allowed to visualize the trajectories of the NPs onto the C support [54, 72, 73]. An interesting development could be to track morphological changes of the catalyst layer on a larger, mesoscopic scale. Recent investigations showed that the activity performance of catalysts evaluated by RDE significantly depends on the ink formulation and the resulting catalyst film structure [21]. Thus linking the structure of the catalyst layer and its changes to the performance would be an interesting topic that could provide a link between *ex-situ* and *in-situ* studies.

Fundamental investigations of particle model systems, by comparison, are only in its infancy. A more straight forward methodology to prepare high quality samples and an automatic analysis of large amounts of particles before and after treatment will be essential for this approach. For solving these challenges, the synthesis approach for colloidal nanoparticles as building blocks and the application of STEM have promising potential.
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